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any Lj on HOLD will disappear on Tues.
all comments to Bret Brennan by middle Mon.
- Mass. Staff for Senate side

442  Tracking language - Stephanie will check up
    see Stephanie's proposed language
    HOLD

66-68  Definish:
   rapid response mess - quick shut down
81  - add: cancel out - full adjustment pursuant to
104  - hold
110  - 2(c) - include such comments

X 334  Senate only - add: (I) who are

1,444  health to obtain other assistance grants

Want 7/4 for path - on a cap so
no double dipping - don't want schools
dipping twice - no more grants
Mary wants more language - Staff
not needed. HOLD

449  - M. Smith / Hughes
347(C) - strike "to Local EHH in"

347 - line 24-27 on p. 205
House language to be included.

349 - flex account

358a - elim. Anti. lang. - agree I

392 = HR
393 = HR/SR

391 - demo. dissent, to
Sally add: laws. Add as (c)
Want it in spec. organic - narrow language

121e - Montana will write by Mr.

138 needs to talk to providers in her state
Harken Title 4 in sbt. should be
eligible have to go thru. add "1 process burdensome
Wants to remedy"
331.2 - put in same can. (Mark)

If supplemented by other funds provided by the state or private sector, economic development activities not may include:
(C) add assist employees in s

4. Sally - take hold of doc rehab
323e - remove hold by adding agencies of local govt.

4 pm Tues. May 21 S207
Mansfield Run

For Tues - flux account issues remain - Omer
a) What are responsible - plan benchmarks
Sanction, Accountability
b) migrant, native Amer., et al. to continue

- Flow of funds from fed to states
  68% pop., 20% poverty
  10% idiv. unemployed 10%
  # of welfare recipients in state will hold harmless vs. not? *?

What to do? No fmlula funds
like school or State, etc.
how do you account/indicate money?

Comes from fed in one pot. Then splits at
state into Governor, (employ, train),
at adult and ed. agncy (voc ed + adult ed).

We can have, in each state
policy on voc. and adult ed. can be 1 agency
or 2. Leave state some flexibility.
State formula allocated - plan ids how much to
Senate proposal - ed. money flow in 
Single bloc to Gov - cut checks evenly 
ts to determine Fed Gov + Fed elig. agencies 
when state write plan - will need to allocate 
flex account & go

Senate - have secretaries jointly distribute 
money - joint account 

House - Insurance proc. that State 
legislation rubber stamp 
educ. governance issue

State Plan = core of when all decisions 
made re: how draw, proc. look to each state 
come first - triggers fed/land 
Gov. puts together plan collaboratively to a 
big list of others (stakeholders) 
issue. What fed. do with state plans. - State 
check list checklist to make sure all required 
met.
Issue - Call back Fabiana Fuentes

Sample plan with client: not happy.

Issue - What is a level approval.

Amount of small staff minimum

Requirement of each core activity. Shit "goals", benchmarks, how well.

Shit 'goals' benchmarks, how well. addicted to use.

- e. haw 1 step at a time. (sub rosa) Plan - A. B. C. D.

(Handwritten notes - 109 - callout spelled out.)
no extra & if everyone doesn’t agree
shall provide an incentive to come up with
a compromise
Incentive grants are separately authorized
out of incentive emergency grants.

In State plan, an allocation for they account to
35% Voc. & adult ed. add on top of
employment & training.

Worksheet decision = do 250 $, can heard can
hold off last minute — up to educators to
get agreement of want & 

Issue: using path, / factory & BA to
find school to take.
In State distribution not less than 15% at State for voc ed, 11% for state activities, have permission to list
4% can be spent on admin, not less than 80% to local level.
2 formulas re: secondary & post-secondary.
Eligible agencies decide how to decide up. One district has a list of required uses of funds. P 114 86 S shall include technological education.

Of the 35% of block grant 75% going ENT to local unit for development areas
- pov rate, unem rate, pop, school
Factor of data by 50 local boards
25% State level with admin max.
5% - State has to be used for rapid response assistance (munic di/loc/boards, natural disasters)
Also short note on
Able sh. memt - labor market
also needs work to include
area development - focus
on immediate future - peac
member that in current peac
Gen bad employment, etc

of 757 or high 1-sh. career centers

delivering of employ. train.
can be seen center a network of
centers Bread fnt. operations

That services won't be duplicate. but
good in universal + user friendly

Providing training services to individuels
who have gone to 1-stop & after screen
interview counseling determined to be in
need of training to secure employment

Namely defint of training skills on a
job, etc

ISSUES: Vouchers required - three cents. On

South side Vouchers permit for Peace
in core services
Some providers would be automatically eligible — others can qualify.

Supportive services — permit up to 75% (transport, financial, child care).

Needs-related payments — permit.

Local boards — Gov. has flex. to design when they are. Proc. calls. process.

Minim. must: requirement (may

...baseline v. inability pension by board as.

ed. parents, child. local board can elect own chair. Gov. assist.

and local board annually — based on criteria set in

local state plan.

Fundings of local board — design.

Some oversight — Some to be reported. Gov.

role is cur. look at vis. at risk.

can review & submit comment.

Left up to State if local cuts checks.

State basically determines if local véhiculized & staff.

Admin. cap = 10% for board & program.
Oversight process - negotiated agreement + 50% reduced base rate; benchmarks: use benchmarks to decide providers; terminate in poor performance; lieutenants, etc.

At-risk youth

Have agreed on model.

Grand element: linkage, post-second app, involved parties.

Business models

Try study skills, training, high school, prep, junior summer jobs. Visit local website here.

State can decide that no summer jobs yet?

Can negate. Our 4-year plan.
Problems 1: Kennedy vs. Kasser - "real stress".

25% few mean Vive ed, below normal, also

at risk, etc. + Sec. difficulty when it go.

F另有down proportionately so not hold

hands but an actual to

Fast yr, anthing on an aidance

[4.6 in budget needs: #] Army command puts us at a decade w.4 appr. servic. - Kennedy

Says cut for 6 billion - 7 billion. - keep

More programs even viable , hold ppy. kuman.

1. 5 billion - flex account St allow Sec.

Control at wait to all pay -

Ask for 1.3 billion in K New to President

William -

876.

Stilman

Re: wind down - liquidate out of debt mortgage

1. 5 05 250,000

20/10 20

Kennedy doesn't want to, any in Res. Res. money

85/15? Stillie man not come.

Dropped school to work
Omer says House Senate Republicans i calcar

What shall dead, paid for

Money

Local Boards X Vander = Rep Achille's lieu

Fed rule - Rep rule

Drug testing - Kennedy Abroad

Vireed

State Attorney General - Sue vs Local

Start at current law. If more => 80/20 % which is better. Re equal law

Labor which now accounts to Local boards + continued Elected officials

Such sums lead to 2 of what?
Simon to offer an amendment to make local autonomy to Souvenir.
Williams insists on strong locals.
Williams will ask Frank Roach - otherwise Kennedy, Simon.

Strategy to slow down process & set people & this kind.
Two letters = unity on both sides.

[Handwritten note:]
Final sums across board, get rid of bloc.
Grant concept, have vindict. Sums, use historical.

ATT. - stay - 6 letters. (exclude)
NET. - right
ART. - SRA - high
ARTT. - must find a higher level - 6B at least
Clay - let 1 x to review by. two-they want the account: no select to work.

PDC Question differing analyzing/starting data.